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Chair’s message

The 2013 Annual Report of Northside Community Service Ltd 
(Northside) records the significant achievements of a Canberra based 
social enterprise dedicated to the delivery of community services.

The financial performance of Northside Community 
Service Ltd remained sound with a small surplus 
generated for the year ended 30 June 2013. The 
Annual Report includes a Directors’ Declaration 
in the Financial Statements providing assurance 
of compliance with the requirements of the 
Corporations Act, the Accounting Standards and 
Corporations Regulations. 

The Directors of the company through their 
voluntary involvement in the governance of the 
company contribute to the well being of the 
community. I record my appreciation for their 
skilled contribution to the strategic directions of 
Northside. On behalf of the Board I would also 

express our appreciation for the support that 
the Chief Executive Officer, Simon Rosenberg, 
and his Leadership team has provided to the 
Board. 

I particularly acknowledge and thank the 
staff and volunteers for the skills they have 
demonstrated in the operation of Northside, and 
to the funders and supporters of the company, I 
record my thanks for their support. 

While the Board of Northside determines 
the strategic directions and priorities of the 
company, the Board and Executive team also 
sets expectations of the culture of Northside in 
service delivery. 
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We have for the first time published a Client 
Service Guarantee. It is a commitment to 
respecting the rights of people who access 
our services or work with us to strengthen our 
community. Our fundamental commitment 
under this guarantee is that we promote the 
rights of our clients to inclusion, respect, fair 
treatment, dignity, non discrimination, safety 
and freedom. Our Northside website provides 
the full detail of this commitment. 

We have also for the first time developed in 
consultation with Indigenous members of the 
community, a Reconciliation Action Plan to 
guide our relationships with Indigenous people. 

This Annual Report documents the important 
initiatives that are under way throughout 
Northside to reform the manner in which 
we support our clients and contribute to the 
community in which we operate. 

Ken Horsham

Chair 
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CEO’s Message 

With the increasing focus of social policy towards client-directed 
services and support, Northside Community Service began 
positioning during 2012-13 for this significant change agenda. 

not be able to access training due to caring 
responsibilities, poverty, transport barriers and 
other constraints.  

Our early childhood educators and community 
services staff worked together to support the 
parents and their children to attend the training 
sessions, provided by Capital Careers, and with 
support from other partners including TEMPlar 
Recruitment Services, ACT Policing, and the 
ACT Aboriginal Justice Centre. The CHANCES 
program won a Community Services Directorate 
Reconciliation Award, and the success of the 
pilot ensured that it received ongoing funding in 
the 2013-14 ACT Budget. 

Northside continued to provide a broad range of 
community services that make a real difference 
to people’s lives. This is mainly through an 
outreach model of service delivery in which 
visibility and accessibility are at the heart of each 
program area. Our staffing teams work out in the 
local community, including clients’ homes, public 
housing complexes, and community venues. 

Our community programs have achieved a 
variety of solid outcomes for a broad range of 
client groups, including greater social inclusion 
for older residents, supporting people to remain 
in their homes rather than move prematurely to 
hostels or nursing homes, a reduction in region 
specific crime and bail breaches, increased 
school attendance for young people, increased 
access to health services, and improved 
preparation for sustaining employment. 

Our early childhood centres put a lot of work 
into implementing the new National Quality 
Framework. Quality Assurance Plans were 
developed as a collaborative process that 
encouraged educators and parents/carers of 
children to work together.

These Plans enabled clearer measurement of 
our efforts to provide children with the high 
quality care that best promotes their learning 
and development in the vital early years, and 
provided a sound basis for assessment under 
the new National Quality Framework. 

With a need to ensure a skilled and stable 
workforce, a new partnership was formed with 
Canberra Institute of Technology, to enable 
comprehensive professional development for 
educators. 

We were pleased that the ACT Budget 2012-13 
allocated funds for a feasibility study for the 
refurbishment or replacement of the building 
housing Civic Early Childhood Centre. We 
began working closely with the Government 
to ensure that any new facilities include strong 
design principles based on children’s needs. 

Just as Northside has a strong reputation 
for partnering with other agencies, we have 
increasingly focused on internal collaborations. 
The “CHANCES” program was a great example: 
Community Helping Aboriginal Australians to 
Negotiate Choices leading to Employment and 
Success. This was a holistic pilot education 
program for parents who would normally 
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We were successful in achieving 
prequalification, which is an indication of 
the sound governance and financial stability 
underpinning our programs. At a time when 
most ACT supported housing services were 
having their funds cut back, our Northside 
Women’s Supported Accommodation Program 
maintained funding for a further 3 year period. 
We were also funded as a consortium member 
for the ‘Partners in Recovery’ mental heath 
program, which will assist us in targeting key 
community needs. 

The Aged & Disability Services team maintained 
their reputation for high quality support and 
care, and commenced planning for the new 
world of client-directed services. Gungaderra 
Homestead was developed as a key venue for 
social groups.

Underpinning all our services was the 
development of Northside’s first Reconciliation 
Action Plan, which was launched in March 
2013. We received great support from local 
Aboriginal community leaders during the Plan’s 
development, and a staff Steering Committee 
has maintained the momentum during the early 
implementation phase. 

Northside’s strong reputation for high quality 
children’s and community services was 
matched by the workplace culture. The 
second independent staff survey in October 
2012 demonstrated a big improvement 
on the previous survey in May 2011, and 
positioned us in the top decile against similar 
organisations. There has been a notable decline 
in staff turnover in the last 12 – 24 months, 
and when employees do leave Northside it is 
overwhelmingly for the right reasons. 

The survey also highlighted areas for further 
improvement, which have helped guide senior 
management on where to prioritize efforts. One 
area identified was leadership development. 
A six month program of group sessions and 
individual coaching for senior managers was 
established, with strong results. 

Further improvements to corporate 
services in 2012-13 have created 
greater efficiencies in ‘back office’ 
functions like payroll, budget 
management and ICT, and have 
ensured we are well positioned 
to cope with future growth. 

During 2012-13, two Executive 
Directors (ED) left Northside to 
pursue other opportunities. I recruited Jenny 
Mobbs to the ED Children’s Services role, 
and Kate Cvetanovski was promoted to ED 
Community Services, joining Peter Bayliss 
as ED Corporate Services. This provided 
a particularly strong basis for Northside’s 
Leadership Team, and gave me great 
confidence for the implementation of the new 
Strategic Plan 2013-16. 

The skilled and stable Board of Directors brings 
much wisdom to the governance of Northside, 
and provides the ideal combination of strategic 
guidance and challenge that a CEO needs. 

Finally, a big thank you to all the dedicated staff 
and volunteers, who deliver such high quality, 
high impact services every day, and make 
Northside such a great place to work. 

Simon Rosenberg

CEO 
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Children’s Services

Our staff 
Northside Community Service Staff continued 
their dedicated work across our early childhood 
centres creating everyday learning environments 
that are inviting and engaging, and encourage 
children’s imagination. Relationships with children 
and families remain the core of our work. 

We acknowledge the commitment, skill and 
dedication of the staff who work in our centres. 
With nearly 200 staff employed across the four 
centres, their diligence and understanding the 
new legislation and processes, as well as a keen 
focus on best practice is to be commended. 

Our commitment to the professional learning 
and development of our staff was expanded to 
include areas required by the new legislation, 
and beyond. Our expanding partnership with 
CIT will allow us to focus more on the emerging 
competency requirements. 

Staff undertook a variety of professional 
learning opportunities that catered for the 
diverse qualifications and experience levels. 
The Directors of Majura Early Childhood Centre 
and Civic Early Childhood Centre attended the 
National Early Childhood Australia Conference in 
Perth late last year, and brought back some key 
ideas for improved practice. 

Since joining Northside, I have watched 
our staff respond to issues through a team 
approach, coming together to plan, implement 
and evaluate together. This has increased the 
quality of perspectives brought to our decision 
making processes. 

Our current level of cohesion has not just 
happened. I am delighted in the level of 
enhanced strategic thinking demonstrated 
though recent leadership development 
sessions. This adds strength and depth to the 
organisation’s capability. 

Coupled with our new Strategic Plan, the focus 
for the next three years will centre on raising our 
quality standards, prudent growth, relationship 
building with our multicultural community and 
seniors program, investment in our people, 
and promotion of the work of our centres and 
Northside. 

Involvement with the Wider 
Community 
All services continue to host and support 
students in the tertiary sector to undertake 
practicum experience in an early childhood 
setting. This provides the opportunity for 
students to see how our programs support and 
educate the children and families who attend. 
Our staff members also enjoy the benefits of the 
shared learning that this provides. 

Children from Treehouse in the Park Early 
Childhood Centre joined Northside’s seniors 
social group for lunch and gardening at 
Gungaderra Homestead. The same venue 
hosted Reconciliation Week Activities involving 
children from Harrison Early Childhood Centre. 

The preschoolers in all centres took part in 
the Chief Minister’s Reading Challenge. All of 
our educators will have read 12 books from a 
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selected list to all of the children in their group. 
For this effort there will be certificates and 
prizes, apart from the great effort of increasing 
children’s love of literacy. 

All of our centres are now involved in the ACT 
recycling program. 

Emergency care 
Northside Community Service promotes the 
casual and emergency care aspects of our 
childcare service through a wide range of 
organisations including those responsible for 
family support, Care and Protection, respite and 
health professionals. The program specifically 
targets children at risk and vulnerable families 
and has increased participation in the child care 
service by these families. 

Child care places are available to assist 
families in times of emergency or crisis funded 
by the Community Services Directorate and 
emergency care has been accessed with 
referrals from various agencies in the region. 

Upgrade of CECC 
The Director of Civic Early Childhood Centre, 
the CEO and the Executive Director Children’s 
Services have been working with the Education 
& Training Directorate and a consulting firm to 
look at options of redevelopment of the Centre. 
The final report for the ACT Government will:

•	 Provide information about the demand and 
supply for childcare places within Civic or 
within the suburbs adjacent to Civic;

•	 Include details about how the existing 
Centre meets the National Quality 
Framework and what is required to make 
the existing building compliant;

•	 Calculate the cost/benefit ratio of the 
options that are considered in the 
report; 

•	 Identify a preferred option, ie 
refurbishment of new build, and 
if needed, a preferred site. 

Key Challenges 
The recruitment and retention of staff remains 
the biggest issue for our Children’s Services. 
Efforts are continuing to recruit suitable staff 
and to provide flexible arrangements with 
work and support for study, and better 
career paths, to enable them to stay 
with Northside. 

We are also putting more effort 
into creating strong workplace 
cultures, so educators feel 
more part of a team. 

For early childhood education 
and care services across Australia, 2012 
was a significant year of major reforms with the 
introduction of the Education and Care Services 
National Law and the Education and Care Services 
National Regulations. 

These major reforms also included the 
commencement of the National Quality 
Standard and the Assessment and Rating 
process for long day care services across 
Australia. A new national body, the Australian 
Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority 
was established to oversee the new system and 
ensure consistency across the nation. 

At Northside, the assessment and rating process 
has proved to be a rigorous and challenging test 
of our systems as staff and centres are assessed 
on seven separate aspects of their operations 
and practices. Results will be available in the next 
Annual Report. 

Northside’s Strategic Plan has a major focus 
on continually improving the quality of our 
early childhood education and care services, 
while balancing our commitment to quality with 
financial sustainability and the cost to families. 

For the longer term, we are keen to look for 
growth opportunities and partnerships to both 

increase our supply of places, and enable more 
integrated approaches and partnerships across 
child and family services. 

Jenny Mobbs

Executive Director, Children’s Services 
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Community Services

In 2012-13 our Community Services Team 
provided individual support to more than four 
hundred of our community members and their 
families. The support provided has ranged 
from shopping assistance, personal care and 
transportation right through to emergency 
response, homelessness advocacy and court 
support. The exceptional outcomes achieved 
for the individuals at the heart of this support 
shine a light on the importance of working 
in partnership with our clients and never 
underestimating their individual potential, no 
matter how dire the situation. 

Our service and support commitment has 
been captured in the development of the 
first Northside Client Service Guarantee. Our 
fundamental commitment under this guarantee 
lists ten ways in which we promote our clients’ 
rights to inclusion, respect, fair treatment, 
dignity, non-discrimination, safety and 
freedom.  It is a work project developed by the 
Community Services Team and one of which I 
am particularly proud. I believe it really brings us 
back to the core reasons of why we are all here, 
doing the work that we do.   

The overriding aim of our service is to stop our 
most vulnerable people from being ‘left behind’ 
or overlooked and to ensure they are visible, 
included and safe. I am personally dedicated to 
incorporating this commitment into every aspect 
of our work. 

Aged and Disability 
Despite the looming National Reform processes 
affecting the entire Aged Care and Disability 
Sectors, our A & D team have succeeded in 
doing what they do best, ensuring people are 
safe, visible and included. 

More than three hundred people received 
assistance through the team this year. Our team 
members have always worked in partnership 
with clients and their families. Individuals are 
asked to be an active partner in the planning 
and delivery of their care. By working in this 
way, clients retain dignity and a degree of 
control over the services they receive. 

We have embarked upon some significant areas 
of work over the last 12 months to strengthen 
service provision and position Northside as 
the provider of choice for older members 
of our community. This work has included 
restructuring the entire department to become 
more conducive to consumer choice and 
control and broadening our services to include 
both mental health and post hospital support. 

The restructured Aged & Disability Department 
is now led by a Senior Manager, and a Program 
Manager of Outreach and Social Inclusion 
Services. This has combined the areas of Social 
Support and Case Management and will 
increase flexibility and responsiveness for 
isolated and frail clients and keep them 
connected to their community. 
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The team works closely with the Home Support 
and Transport area to provide individuals with 
a seamless and consistent transition process 
from the point of referral right through to exit. 

Home Support and Transport

This team now has a Team Leader overseeing 
all program areas and two Home Support 
& Transport Coordinators ensuring better 
staff leave coverage and a more 
equally distributed work 
load. A new role, Review 
& Reassessment, has 
increased our focus 
on service quality and 
continuous improvement 
making certain clients’ 
needs and feedback are 
incorporated in all aspects 
of service delivery. 

Our Drivers and In Home Support Staff are 
often the only people to know whether an 
isolated individual is safe and well. We quite 
often receive heartfelt thanks from clients and 
their families for the dignity and respect that is 
displayed towards them by this team every day. 

Targeted Support Team

The restructure also saw the development of a 
new Targeted Support Team to work within the 
existing Home Support Unit of the organisation. 
Working alongside the mainstream In Home 
Support staff, the TST staff work closely with 
individuals from special needs groups who 
require a more considered approach to service 

planning and delivery. 

While still in the early stages of 
implementation, the Targeted 

Support Team has extended 
the resources of the entire 

Home and Community 
Care Program area and 

ensures that new clients 
are able to receive a variety of flexible 

services. This also enables the office based 
team to focus on recruiting additional volunteers 
to extend these services further throughout the 
community. 
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Mental Health

We were successful in our application to 
become a consortium member of the new 
national mental health initiative, Partners in 
Recovery. The process to become a funded 
partner in the consortium, headed by Medicare 
Local, took more than 6 months to complete. 
We will be employing two Mental Health 
Support Facilitators. They will join a team of 
ten facilitators across the ACT focusing on 
improving access and action for individuals with 
complex needs. 

Youth, Family and Housing 
Services 
 In the past twelve months the Youth, Family 
and Housing Team has continued to refine 
practice and provide strong, innovative and 
relevant support to those in our community who 
need it the most. 

Internal restructuring saw the Energy Efficiency 
Outreach and Community Development 
programs move across to join the YFHS Team, 
providing a streamlined approach to engaging 
and partnering with our community. Two new 
Team Leader positions were created to increase 
support for the newly expanded team. 

A new Senior Manager, Daniel Boggs, joined 
the team in March and hit the ground running 
due to the announcement of significant cuts to 
Homelessness Services across the region. The 
Northside Women’s Supported Accommodation 
Program was the only ACT program whose 
recurrent funding was not reduced. This was 
mainly due to the exceptional work by the 
program team resulting in successful and cost 
effective outcomes for both families and the 
ACT Government. 

Housing Programs

More than fifty families escaping domestic and 
family violence were accommodated through 
the NWSAP program this year. Many of the 
women who participated in the program also 
completed accredited education, secured 
employment and rejoined the community as 
active participants. These amazing, powerful 

women are an inspiration to our team and serve 
to remind us that, despite adversity, there are 
no limitations to what we can achieve. 

The Energy Efficiency Program team continued 
to achieve above expectations this year 
capitalising on roll over funds to provide 
meaningful support and brokerage to vulnerable 
households across Canberra. The program 
team has worked closely with the Environment 
Sustainability Development Directorate, 
ACT Housing, Spotless Contractors, Ainslie 
Village and Havelock House to develop a 
joint strategy which will assist vulnerable 
residents in Ainslie Village and Havelock 
House to increase their energy awareness 
and reduce energy consumption. 

Youth Engagement

The Y.Engage program is delivered 
through a consortium partnership 
between Northside Community Service 
and Anglicare ACT. The Y.Engage program 
partnership has grown through its initial infancy 
to become a robust and innovative alliance with 
a clear client focused objective. 

The team delivers more than thirty hours of 
outreach activities and services across both 
the Inner North and Gungahlin regions each 
week. This has been made easier by the strong 
connections made with a number of services 
including Multicultural Youth Services, Red 
Cross and YouthCare Canberra. These valuable 
relationships aid referrals, provide crisis support 
and improve access for young people at risk. 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Families

The second of two CHANCES training 
programs was completed in May 2013. The 
program stands as a proud example of what 
can be achieved by developing a committed 
partnership (internally and externally) and taking 
a whole of family approach to service provision. 

More than twenty eight individuals from the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community 
were supported to complete accredited 
qualifications through the 2012/13 program 
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with more than thirty two little people enjoying 
homework support and early education at the 
same time. A lot of “unseen” behind the scenes 
work was necessary to support families to 
participate in the program, and the exceptional 
dedication of the program team ensured there 
were no barriers to an individual’s success. 

These outcomes could not have been achieved 
without the flexible and responsive internal 
partnerships with our Transport and Early 
Education and Care Teams who went above 
and beyond to accommodate the needs of 
each family. ACT Policing and Capital Careers, 
who have been our external partners from the 
start, continued to ensure that each training 
session was accessible, respectful and fun. 

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander “Deadly 
Sistas’ Tennis Club” was one of several small 
grant funded projects delivered this year. 
The project was aimed at supporting socially 
isolated women to increase their physical 
activity and health. “On court” care for the 
participant’s children was provided, once again, 
supporting a whole of family approach to health, 
fitness and fun. 

Community Development

The benefits of having a funding contract 
entirely focused on regional community 
development means that, for Northside, we 
have a program which is able to engage new 
clients, investigate service gaps and advocate 
for them to be addressed. 

This year, the program shifted focus from 
facilitating groups to facilitating consultation 
and connections for the community. A great 
example of creating connections was the 
development of the Northern Region Service 
Alliance. The concept for a regional “Alliance” 
came from the absence of an interagency 
or practitioner forum for the Inner North and 
Gungahlin regions. 

Northside is now the lead agency coordinating 
these bi-monthly meetings where like-minded 
organisations come together to focus on 
identifying areas of joint work and strengthening 
service provision in the region. 

Men’s Shed

The Majura Men’s Shed continues to grow in 
numbers and community activity. The “Shed” 
management committee has been actively 
involved in identifying funding opportunities to 
enhance and expand the range of activities 
hosted by the Shed. 

Working with the NCS Community Development 
team, members of the Shed held monthly BBQs at 
the Dickson Shops to raise their profile, raise funds 
and connect with the community. They have also 
engaged with NCS Early Education Centres and 
completed contracted work for the centres. 

The Men’s Shed is a best practice example 
of partnership between our organisation and 
the community. Each and every day, our 
“Shed family” remind our entire team of what 
successful community development looks like, 
in addition to providing us with a welcoming 
discreet place to escape occasionally from 
the ongoing demands of our work. 

I would like to thank and congratulate 
the exceptional team of professionals and 
volunteers that have delivered services, support 
and comfort to some of the most marginalized 
and isolated people in our community. 

At times, what seems like thankless work is 
made a little easier through the camaraderie 
and work ethic of the team, who always 
manage to find the energy to go above and 
beyond to make someone’s day a little brighter. 

I came on board as Executive Director in 
November 2012 from my previous position as 
Senior Manager, Youth, Family & Housing, and 
so I would also like to acknowledge the work and 
dedication of my predecessor and friend, Tracey 
Hall, who contributed so greatly to the numerous 
successes and improvements outlined in this 
report. With this in mind, I love a good quote, 
so here is one in relation to both Tracey and the 
work that the Community Services Team has 
delivered over the past year: 

“A ship in the harbour is safe, but that is not 
what great ships are built for.” 

Kate Cvetanovski

Executive Director, Community Services 
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Corporate Services

The Corporate Services team have continued 
to demonstrate commitment to improving the 
quality of their service delivery, understanding 
that all improvements aid Northside frontline 
staff in delivering exceptional services to our 
external clientele. Our small but dedicated 
team focus on innovation and continuous 
improvement to underpin all that we do. 

2012-13 has been a year of consolidation and 
systems enhancement. Human Resources 
was added to the portfolio in August 2012. We 
implemented our two core IT systems MYOB 
EXO and Carelink +, and planned for additional 
office space at the Majura Centre to replace our 
Badham Street office. 

Finance 
2012-13 marked the first full year of the core 
finance and payroll components of MYOB 
EXO while additional components including 
Job-Costing and Fixed Assets were added 
during the year. There have already been 
some significant improvements in processing 
and reporting, particularly in payroll and 
community service invoicing. Board and 
Management reporting has also improved with 
the focus on identifying and reporting on key 
indicators, allowing for better understanding of 
performance and decision making. 

Human Resources
Human Resources moved to Corporate 
Services in August 2012 to ensure improved 
service delivery through a more integrated 
approach, including across HR and payroll. 

A revision of the 2012 Enterprise Bargaining 
Agreement was undertaken to enhance 
certain aspects of the agreement and ensure 
expectations and entitlements are clear to all staff. 

The 2012 staff survey identified Work Health 
and Safety as an area staff felt needed particular 
focus. Follow up work included growing the 
Work Health Safety Committee to ensure 
representation across all areas of NCS, and a 
review of the WHS Committee Charter, policies 
and procedures. WHS has also been explicitly 
included in the 2013-14 management plan 
to build on the initial body of work, and this 
included rollout of the work, health and safety 
module of Carelink + in 2013-14. 

A successful professional development 
and mentorship program was run for all 
NCS managers during 2012-13 by Exhale 
Consulting, involving both executive coaching 
and group work. The program helped develop 
skills and confidence across areas including 
strategic thinking, performance management, 
presentation skills, upward and downward 
management, and peer support. The program 
finished with each manager presenting a 
personally selected topic relevant to their work 
to other managers and the Leadership Team. 

Information Technology
The two major infrastructure projects 
commenced in 2011-12 continued to be rolled 
out over the year. 

Carelink+ was implemented for online time-
sheeting, client invoicing, Human Resources 
management, and client servicing in Home 
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Support and Transport areas. Further 
implementation for online employee web-portal 
and mobile devices will be rolled out in 2013-14. 
The core finance system MYOB Exonet (EXO) 
went live from July 2012, improving security 
and reporting capabilities, fixed asset tracking, 
and a reduction in manual processing through 
integration with Carelink+. 

Facilities
Gungaderra Homestead is being utilised by our 
Aged Care social groups as a consistent base 
for their activities. Majura and Corroboree Park 
both continue to be well used regularly by both 
external and internal clients. As the facilities 
age there is expected to be increased need 
for repairs and maintenance. Discussions are 
underway with the ACT Government to ensure 
the facilities are kept in good working order. 

Plans proceeded for placement of a 
demountable at the Majura site to replace the 
Badham Street office, resulting in consolidation 
of the Community Services team at the Majura 
Centre and better service provision. Staff were 
operating from the demountable in August 2013. 

Accommodation Services
Northside has maintained head leasing on 
behalf of the Office for Children at fourteen 
properties, and nineteen properties as part 
of the women’s supported accommodation 
program (NWSAP). 

Northside is completing a revision of its 
application for registration as a Community 
Housing Provider. 

Key areas of focus for the 
next 12 months 

•	 Develop a new and more interactive 
website,

•	 Roll out a staff intranet and develop and 
extranet,

•	 Undertake a review of branding and 
marketing,

•	 Enhance reporting,

•	 Update work, health and 
safety systems and 
processes 

Peter Bayliss

Executive Director, Corporate 
Services
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